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Abstract. Efforts to quantify relationships between climate and wildfire in Alaska have not yet explored the role of
higher-frequency meteorological conditions on individual wildfire ignition and growth. To address this gap, meteorological data for 665 large fires that burned across the Alaskan interior between 1980 and 2007 were assessed to determine the
respective influence of higher-frequency weather and lower-frequency climate, in terms of both antecedent and postignition conditions on fire growth. Antecedent climate exhibited no discernable influence on eventual fire size. In contrast,
fire size was sensitive to weather in the days to weeks following ignition, particularly the post-ignition timing of
precipitation. Prolonged periods of warm and dry conditions coincident with blocking that persists for several weeks after
ignition enabled growth of large wildfires, whereas the return of wetting precipitation generally within a week after
ignition inhibited growth of smaller wildfires. These results suggest that daily weather data are a critical predictor of fire
growth and large fire potential and encourage their use in fire management and modelling.
Additional keywords: boreal forest, fire danger indices.

Introduction
Wildfire is the dominant natural disturbance regime across
interior Alaska, playing a critical ecological role in defining
species habitat and succession (Chapin et al. 2006), as well as
negatively affecting human–environment systems (e.g. Chapin
et al. 2008). Annual area burned by wildfires in Alaska often
surpasses totals from the contiguous United States. The frequency of episodic, region-wide wildfire seasons across interior
Alaska has increased over the past three decades (Kasischke
et al. 2002; Kasischke and Turetsky 2006), coinciding with a
period of significant warming observed regionally and across
circumpolar land masses in the northern hemisphere (IPCC
2007). The association between warming and wildfire was
exemplified by the 2004 fire season, during which interior
Alaska experienced the warmest spring–summer temperature in
the observational record (Shulski et al. 2005) and the greatest
area burned in the historic period (2.7  106 ha). The observed
trends, the 2004 fire season, and subsequent large fire seasons in
2005 and 2009 have fuelled findings and further hypotheses that
wildfire size and annual area burned in Alaska have increased
in response to warming (Duffy et al. 2005), and that wildfire
activity will continue increasing in response to predicted
warming throughout the 21st century (e.g. Balshi et al. 2009a).
To project fire activity across a spectrum of timescales
relevant to research interests and fire management (e.g. shortterm outlooks, seasonal forecast, climate-change predictions)
necessitates predictive models that incorporate a process-based
understanding of the consortium of factors contributing to fuel
conditions, fire ignition potential, actual ignitions and wildfire
growth. Previous work has shown climate (herein referred to as
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monthly and longer aggregates of weather conditions that
characterise lower-frequency timescales) to influence annual
area burned in interior Alaska (Duffy et al. 2005); however,
the relative importance of weather and climate in regulating the
growth of individual fires in interior Alaska, and determining
whether they stay relatively small or grow relatively large, has
not yet been fully resolved. Research in analogous Canadian
boreal ecosystems suggests that short-term sub-monthly moisture deficits are sufficient to deplete fuel moisture and enable
lightning ignition and fire growth (Flannigan and Harrington
1988; Johnson and Wowchuk 1993; Nash and Johnson 1996),
leading us to posit that sub-monthly meteorological conditions
likely also contribute significantly to large fire growth in interior
Alaska.
The relative importance of climate (including antecedent
conditions) and higher-frequency meteorology on wildfire growth
and large fire potential in interior Alaska is not fully resolved.
Climate data typically synthesise meteorological conditions over
fixed points in the calendar year (e.g. July, June–August) and
are useful in characterising antecedent conditions (e.g. drought;
Westerling et al. 2003) and generalising conditions during fire
season. However, such data are ill-suited to capture higherfrequency features such as the timing of precipitation and fluctuations in temperature and humidity, as well as critical weather
situations (e.g. heat waves, dry cold fronts, dry lightning), all of
which have an influence on fire ignition and subsequent fire
behaviour (Bessie and Johnson 1995).
A qualitative and quantitative understanding of the influence
of higher-frequency meteorological data and low-frequency
climate data can be used to improve model predictions of area
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burned and aid in operational fire management planning. Fire
managers utilise predictions of area burned to inform annual
operations (i.e. suppression efforts) and to develop long-term
management plans that cover multiple decades. In Alaska and
across the circumpolar boreal forest, land managers are also
developing long-term management plans for the region’s vast
carbon stocks, which are at risk of converting from a sink to a
source (Balshi et al. 2009b) in response to projected changes in
climate (Flannigan et al. 2005; Balshi et al. 2009a).
Here, we use a coupled approach that incorporates both
low-frequency climate information and high-frequency weather
information to examine the relative importance of climate
and weather on wildfire growth for 665 wildfires in interior
Alaska from 1980 to 2007. Specifically, we examined the role of
spatially explicit (1) antecedent climate, (2) antecedent meteorological conditions, and (3) post-ignition meteorological conditions as determinants of fire growth.
Data and methods
One of the major hurdles in scientific studies at high latitudes
is the paucity of data. The sparseness of long-term, high-quality
meteorological instrumentation across Alaska has precluded a
spatially explicit analysis of meteorological influences on
Alaskan wildfire. Duffy et al. (2005) utilised monthly climate
aggregates from seven climate stations to assess annual area
burned as a product of spatially homogeneous, or large-scale,
monthly climatic variability over the Alaskan interior (e.g.
monthly precipitation region-wide wetter than normal). Analyses show that climate variables (e.g. temperature, precipitation) exhibit distinct regional-scale patterns that arise in
response to the coupling of atmospheric and physiographic
processes (e.g. Abatzoglou et al. 2009). A macroscale view of
climate data overlooks regional-scale variations that may be
important in understanding the influence of meteorology across
a spectrum of timescales on wildfire ignition, growth and
eventual fire size. Given the dominant influence of large wildfires in determining annual area burned, it is of particular
interest in understanding processes that enable and drive growth
of the largest fires.
Gridded meteorological data
To circumvent the described limitations, we derived a finescale, spatially and temporally consistent gridded dataset that
covers the Alaskan interior at a daily resolution by integrating
desirable attributes of three existing datasets, including:
1. Monthly climatological normals for the period 1961–90 from
the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes
Model (PRISM) that account for fine-scale (2-km) geographic
controls on precipitation and temperature (Daly et al. 1994).
2. Monthly precipitation and temperature data from Arctic
RIMS (Rapid Integrated Monitoring System, http://rims.
unh.edu/data/data.cgi, accessed 12 April 2011) that account
for monthly variability as well as the inherent bias between
the period of calculated normals in PRISM (1961–90) and
that of the period of interest (1980–2007). This dataset
was developed by interpolating monthly station observations
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from the Global Historical Climatology Network version 2
dataset (Peterson and Vose 1997) including 13 long-term
climate stations within the study area and numerous stations
in adjacent portions of Alaska and Canada. Anomalies of
monthly temperature (8C) and precipitation (percentages of
normal) from the Arctic RIMS data (native resolution 25 km)
were interpolated to 2-km resolution, then respectively added
to and multiplied by static climatological normals of the
PRISM dataset to create a continuous monthly dataset for the
1980–2007 study period (hereafter referred to as the PRISMRIMS dataset).
3. Daily temperature, precipitation, wind speed and relative
humidity from the North American Regional Reanalysis
(NARR) (Mesinger et al. 2006) at 32-km horizontal resolution accounted for sub-monthly timescales. NARR was
interpolated to the 2-km-resolution grid of the PRISM-RIMS
dataset. Estimates of daily relative humidity (maximum and
minimum) and wind speed (1300 hours local time, derived
from 3-hourly output) were taken directly from NARR,
whereas daily temperatures (maximum and minimum) and
precipitation were developed using Eqns 1 and 2:
T ðx; y; m; d Þ ¼ TN ðx; y; m; d Þ þ TPR ðx; y; mÞ
2

ð1Þ
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where x, y, m and d represent the longitudinal and latitudinal
coordinates, the month and the day respectively. Daily temperature data from NARR (TN in Eqn 1), defined as the daily
deviation from the monthly NARR data, are additive to the
monthly PRISM-RIMS data (denoted by TPR in Eqn 1). Daily
precipitation data from NARR (PN) is defined as the percentage
of monthly precipitation from NARR that falls on each day
multiplied by the monthly PRISM-RIMS data (PPR).
The derived dataset was validated using independent data
from 36 remote automated weather stations (RAWS) during
the warm season (May–September). Strong correlations (mean
r ¼ 0.9) were noted for daily maximum temperature, whereas
relationships were weaker (mean r ¼ 0.4, using the square root
of precipitation to reduce skewness) for precipitation (Fig. 1a, b).
Lower correlations for precipitation can be attributed to
(i) representativeness of RAWS of the surrounding area;
(ii) quality control issues of RAWS precipitation observations;
(iii) inadequacies or inaccuracies in the derived dataset in
tracking daily precipitation at sub-synoptic (,100 km) scales;
and (iv) the intrinsic challenges in capturing the magnitude and
location of localised convective precipitation. We found that
by aggregating daily precipitation across a regional group of
stations (and co-located pixels) at spatial scales of 100–
300 km in an effort to reduce noise associated with the aforementioned factors, precipitation timing and amounts were well
captured in the derived dataset (e.g. Fig. 1c considers six stations
in the south-eastern Tanana Valley). We conclude that, although
the derived dataset may not fully represent localised convection,
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successional composition of the interior (Chapin et al. 2006)
and occur primarily during years of increased fire activity (e.g.
2004). As a single large wildfire disturbance has more significant effects than several smaller disturbances (Turner et al.
1998), it is of interest to determine the atmospheric processes
that foster wildfire growth and enable large fires. To accomplish
this, we selected a subsample of 166 large fires (.13 000 ha),
defined by the upper quartile of the ALFD dataset, and a
subsample of 166 small fires (,1200 ha), defined by the lower
quartile of the ALFD dataset.
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Fig. 1. Correlation of (a) daily precipitation (square root of precipitation),
and (b) daily maximum temperature between remote automated weather
stations (RAWS) and co-located gridded data. Observations from RAWS
are for the time period 1997–2006 covering the May–August time period.
The boundary of the Yukon River Basin study area is outlined in bold.
(c) Cumulative precipitation averaged over six RAWS stations located
in the south-eastern portion of the Tanana Valley (east of 1458W, south of
638N) (solid) and co-located derived data (dashed) for May–August 2005.

it is adept at tracking widespread convection and synopticbearing precipitation events that are of importance in modifying
regional fire activity.
Wildfire database
Previous assessments of Alaskan wildfire activity have utilised
the Alaska Large Fire Database (ALFD, http://fire.ak.blm.gov/
incinfo/aklgfire.php, accessed 30 September 2008) that spans
seven decades (Kasischke et al. 2002). The ALFD, however, is
incomplete before the 1980s owing to lost records and a nonstandardised reporting system (Kasischke et al. 2002; P. Martin,
pers. comm., October 2008); thus, we restricted our assessment
to the post-1980 period. Wildfire perimeters were obtained from
the ALFD (http://fire.ak.blm.gov/incinfo/aklgfire.php) for the
Alaskan interior boreal forest study area, as defined by the
boreal forest ecotype (Nowacki et al. 2001) within the Yukon
River Basin (boundary shown in Fig. 1a, b). Our analysis was
restricted to wildfires occurring between 1980 and 2007, and to
fires ignited during the primary wildfire season (June–August)
as reflected by the ignition date in the ALFD (i.e. the date the
wildfire was first reported). Although wildfires occur outside
of the primary fire season, prior analyses suggest that most
early-season wildfires are human-caused, are managed (i.e.
suppressed), and are not conducive to becoming large wildfires
(DeWilde and Chapin 2006).
The largest wildfires in the ALFD account for most of the
area burned across the Alaskan interior, with the largest 25% of
fires in the ALFD dataset totalling ,85% of the area burned.
The largest fires have a considerable effect on shaping the

Methods
Monthly climate (temperature (maximum and minimum) and
precipitation) and daily weather (temperature (maximum
and minimum), precipitation, relative humidity (maximum
and minimum), and wind speed) datasets were spatially aggregated over all pixels that intersected or were contained within
the perimeter of each fire. Geographically and temporally
explicit values were assigned for each individual fire to account
for spatial climatic variability as well as the temporal variability
of fire ignition dates within a season. The individual fire
approach differs from previous efforts that examined the
collective influence of climate on total area burned (all fires
inclusive) in a year (e.g. Duffy et al. 2005).
For each fire, we examined monthly temperature and precipitation data (both as raw variables and as anomalies from
climatological normals (1980–2007, period of record)) for 21
months leading up to and including the summer of ignition (e.g.
for a June 1991 fire, monthly climate data from January 1990
through September 1991 were examined). At daily time scales,
meteorological variables for each fire were examined for a
181-day period relative to the ignition date, encompassing
90 days before and 90 days following the ignition date. These
daily weather streams were also used to calculate the Duff
Moisture Code (DMC) using the Canadian Forest Fire Danger
Rating System (CFFDRS) (Van Wagner 1987). The DMC is a
numerical means for assessing fire danger and is a proxy for fuel
consumption in loosely compacted duff layers.
In addition to daily meteorological information, we
addressed the influence of precipitation timing, as previous
studies in Canadian boreal ecosystems (e.g. Flannigan and
Harrington 1988) have shown the timing of precipitation, rather
than the amount, to be a critical determinant of wildfire growth.
Two different precipitation thresholds were evaluated: a 2-mm
threshold and a 12.7-mm threshold. The former threshold stems
from the amount of precipitation a closed canopy will absorb on
a given day (1.5 mm) before any additional moisture becomes
available to moisten the duff layer (Van Wagner 1987). The
latter stems from guidelines describing the conditions that
inhibit the spread of a fire, also called a ‘fire-slowing event’
(Alaska Fire Service Fire Ending Event Workshop, Fairbanks,
AK, January, 2008). These conditions include at least 12.7 mm
(0.500 ) of precipitation over a 5-day period with precipitation
duration (determined here from 3-hourly NARR data) of at least
25 h, indicative of widespread precipitation, as opposed to
localised, convective precipitation.
To determine the relative influence of antecedent climate
and meteorological conditions as well as post-ignition
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Fig. 2. Composite monthly climate anomalies for large fires .13 000 ha (left) and small fires ,1200 ha (right) for temperature (TMAX) (top) and
precipitation (PPT) (bottom). Anomalies are taken with respect to the 1980–2007 period. Black bars denote statistical significance at the 99% confidence
interval.

meteorological conditions on wildfire growth, we used correlation and regression analyses and composite analysis. Correlation
and linear regression were performed between the response
variables (area burned and log area burned) and the climate
and meteorological predictor variables. A composite analysis
was performed to compare differences in low-frequency climate
and higher-frequency weather conditions between small wildfires (,1200 ha) and large wildfires (.13 000 ha). Statistical
significance was assessed using a t-test at the 99% confidence
interval. Finally, we examined daily 500-hPa geopotential
height fields from the National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) and the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) reanalysis to elucidate the influence of the
large-scale atmospheric circulation regimes (e.g. blocking) on
wildfire growth.
Results
Composite analysis suggests that the antecedent influence of
climate on wildfire is limited to temperature 1–2 months before
the fire season (Fig. 2). Positive temperature anomalies in May
and during the fire season from June through August were
observed for both large and small wildfire classes. Correlation
between the logarithm of area burned and monthly climate
shows that June temperature the year of the fire is the strongest
predictor of area burned per fire (r ¼ 0.24), in agreement with
Duffy et al. (2005). However, composite June temperature
anomalies between small and large fire classes reveal no

significant differences, suggesting that although above-average
temperatures enable wildfires, they do not appear to sufficiently
factor into whether the fire stays small or becomes large.
No discernible antecedent climate signal was observed for
precipitation between small and large fire classes. However,
large fires were associated with strong negative precipitation
anomalies during June, July and August (JJA) the year of the
fire, whereas negligible JJA precipitation anomalies were
observed for small fires. This indicates that below-average
precipitation during the fire season contributes to the potential
for large fire growth rather than antecedent moisture anomalies.
This contrasts with relationships found in the western United
States that suggest antecedent seasonal moisture deficits contribute to the potential for large fires (e.g. Westerling et al.
2003). In most of the western USA, however, the primary wet
season occurs during the winter and spring seasons before
the summer fire season, whereas in the Alaskan interior, winter
and spring are typically relatively dry (20–30% of the annual
precipitation falls across the interior between the months of
December and May) and moisture is generally unavailable to
vegetation and duff owing to sub-freezing temperatures until
snowmelt occurs in spring, where it may modify early-season
fire potential. The July–August overlap between the primary
fire season (June–August) and the primary wet season (July–
September; Shulski and Wendler 2007) points to the importance
of the arrival of in-season precipitation (i.e. shift in the timing
and magnitude of the wet season) as a primary determinant of
fire size.
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Fig. 3. Composite daily meteorological variables for small fires ,1200 ha (dashed) and large fires .13 000 ha (solid) relative to ignition date. Composites of
daily maximum temperature anomalies (TMAX) and raw values are shown in (a) and (b) respectively, whereas composite daily precipitation (PPT) anomalies
(expressed as a percentage of normal) and raw values are shown in (c) and (d) respectively. Daily minimum relative humidity anomalies (RHMIN) and wind
speed anomalies are shown in (e) and (f) respectively. Values plotted outside of the grey shading in anomaly plots are considered to be statistically significant at
the 99% confidence level.

Similarly to antecedent climate, results suggest no significant difference between antecedent meteorological conditions
for large and small fire classes. Significant anomalies 7–10 days
before the ignition date, characterised by above-normal temperatures and below-normal relative humidity and precipitation
were seen for both small and large fires (Fig. 3). These findings
suggest that short-term sub-monthly moisture deficits are significant enough to cure the duff layer for ignition potential, in
agreement with other studies in boreal ecosystems (e.g. Nash
and Johnson 1996; Wotton 2009), and highlight the importance
of atmospheric processes at sub-monthly timescales on wildfire
ignition in Alaska.
In contrast to the similarity between antecedent conditions
associated with large and small fires, significant differences
were observed between post-ignition conditions. For small fires,
the warm and dry conditions favourable for fire ignition and
growth present before the ignition date typically dissipated
within a week following ignition as mean daily precipitation
totals surpassed 1.5 mm, resulting in increased duff moisture
(Fig. 3). For large fires, antecedent conditions that enabled

ignition potential continued, on average, nearly 3 weeks following the ignition date. The lack of daily mean precipitation totals
exceeding 1.5 mm following ignition for large fires reduces or
maintains the duff moisture. Collectively, the multiweek moisture deficit associated with large fires allows DMC values to
increase post ignition, thereby sustaining extreme fire danger
and enabling fire growth, whereas DMC values for small fires
rapidly decline with the return to climatological normals within
a week following ignition (Fig. 4).
These results suggest that the DMC and timing of precipitation post ignition play a strong role in determining fire size.
Average antecedent curing times (number of days before ignition date without crossing a precipitation threshold) for both the
2-mm and the fire-slowing event thresholds were not significantly different between large and small fires. However, additional curing periods post ignition clearly delineated the two fire
classes. On average, a daily precipitation total of greater than
2 mm occurred only 5 days after ignition for small fires, whereas
the dry spell extended nearly 10 days after ignition for large fires
(Fig. 5a). Likewise, a fire-slowing event was typically observed
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within 10 days after ignition for small fires, compared with
nearly 25 days for large fires (Fig. 5b). These results illustrate
that prolonged dry spells and periods without significant widespread precipitation strongly favour fire growth and large
wildfire potential.
To investigate the connection between prolonged dry spells
and large-scale atmospheric circulation, we examined 500-hPa
geopotential height fields. We constrained our focus to occurrences of widespread fire ignitions, identified by multiple
ignitions within the study area over a 5-day period under the
condition that fires were either all small fires or all large fires.
Composite 500-hPa geopotential height fields for the 10 multiple large-fire starts and 10 multiple small-fire starts show a
blocking pattern over interior Alaska the week before the onset
of ignition (Fig. 6a, b). Blocking and large-scale subsidence act
in concert to promote warm, dry conditions, inhibit convective
precipitation and result in a rapid depletion of fuel moisture that

allows for conditions conducive to large wildfire potential (e.g.
Johnson and Wowchuk 1993; Skinner et al. 1999). Composite
500-hPa geopotential height 8 to 14 days following ignitions
of small fires shows a breakdown in the ridge (Fig. 6d), whereas
the blocking pattern persists up to 2 weeks following ignition
for large fires (Fig. 6c). The inability of synoptic systems to
penetrate the blocking ridge inhibits the onset of widespread
precipitation that typically provides sufficient precipitation
(.2 mm) to wet fuels enough to retard or inhibit fire ignition
potential and growth. We reinforced these findings by estimating the blocking frequency (Tibaldi and Molteni 1990) over
interior Alaska using the entire set of small and large fire classes.
For small fires, blocking frequency rapidly decreased to climatology (5%) a week following ignition, whereas for large fires,
blocking frequency remained close to 25% up to 2 weeks
following ignition (not shown).
Discussion and conclusions
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Fig. 4. Composite daily Drought Moisture Code (DMC) for small fires
,1200 ha (dashed) and large fires .13 000 ha (solid) relative to ignition
date. Bold lines show statistically significant differences at the 99% confidence level.

(a) 20

Previous studies (e.g. Duffy et al. 2005) have shown a strong
relationship between antecedent and in-season temperature and
area burned in Alaska. Results from the present study support
these findings to the effect that wildfires in the ALFD occur
preferentially during years with anomalously warm May–
August temperatures. However, our results suggest that antecedent conditions have negligible influence in determining the
growth and eventual area burned by individual wildfires (e.g.
Figs 2, 3), and thus our findings can be considered complementary to the findings of Duffy et al. (2005). Although antecedent conditions were not found to be an important factor for
fire growth, they may be important in other processes behind
seasonal fire activity. We hypothesise that anomalously warm
conditions in May–June act either to exacerbate snowmelt and
the seasonal drying of fine fuels (e.g. grasses) and the duff layer,
thus increasing ignition efficiency (e.g. Jandt et al. 2005), or to
decrease atmospheric stability and provide conditions conducive to increased lightning ignitions.
Although the influence of antecedent conditions on fire size
was shown to be negligible, post-ignition weather conditions
were shown to differentiate between large and small fires. Large
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Fig. 5. Mean curing time for (a) a day with at least 2 mm of precipitation, and (b) a fire-slowing event, before
and following fire ignition for small and large fires. Error bars denote the 99% confidence interval.
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fires were enabled by prolonged warm and dry periods that
endured several weeks following ignition as a consequence of
persistent large-scale blocking, whereas sufficient precipitation
to reduce fire growth typically occurred within a week after
ignition in the case of small fires. These results suggest that the
frequency and timing of significant precipitation events, rather
than monthly temperature or monthly precipitation amount, are
critical determinants of large wildfires in Alaska. For example,
the third largest wildfire season on record occurred in 2005
(1.8 million ha burned) in Alaska and was marked by an
anomalously wet period in July across the interior. Extended
dry periods in June and again from late July into August allowed
for two windows of large wildfire growth (with 32 fires in the
large-fire class). By contrast, an anomalously warm April–
August in 2007 (the second warmest on record behind 2004)
only produced a single fire in the large fire class owing to
frequent widespread precipitation throughout the fire season.
From an operational perspective, our results suggest that
in-season weather, particularly prolonged dry spells, is critically
important in determining the fire growth in Alaska. These findings
support the active monitoring of fire danger indices in conjunction
with short-range, deterministic weather forecasts and ensemble
medium-range forecasts by operational fire management. Recent
efforts have focussed on using antecedent climate information
for long-range forecasting of fire season. Although processes
may link antecedent conditions to other factors involved with fire
activity, predictive linkages between the memory in the climate
system (i.e. sea-surface temperatures, sea ice, land surface conditions) and conditions favourable to fire growth (e.g. blocking)
remain elusive. Additional processed-based understanding of
the timing and susceptibility of the fuel matrix to ignition, and
mechanisms responsible for widespread lightning are needed
to fully understand the combination of factors that contribute to
seasonal fire activity in Alaska.

Likewise, much effort has been made to project future
area burned using global climate model (GCM) projections.
Although an increase in the frequency of large-fire seasons has
been observed over the last couple decades concurrent with
increases in temperature over Alaska, our results suggest that
extrapolation on the basis of projected warming might fail to
account for the processes involved in fire ignition and growth. A
comprehensive approach to predicting future wildfire potential
in Alaska should attempt to account for factors that contribute
to ignition potential (e.g. critical DMC indices), ignitions
(lightning- and human-caused) and fire growth in addition to
the dynamic vegetation response to climate change and a host
of climate-change-assisted disturbance mechanisms (e.g. fire,
insects). The prior three factors suggest the need to incorporate
high-frequency meteorological conditions into modelling considerations that might be otherwise muted in approaches that
only use monthly data. Furthermore, models based on historic
relationships relative to fixed calendar days also build in an
assumed stationarity of the timing of fire season. To illustrate
this point, an ensemble of GCMs forced by a moderate emissions scenario suggest a slight (10%) reduction in the longest dry
spell (daily total precipitation ,2 mm) over the Alaska interior
by the mid-21st century for present-day fire season (June–
August), thereby limiting large fire growth potential. However,
an earlier snowmelt and increase in early season moisture deficit
due to warming may partially offset the effect of increased
precipitation on DMC and increase the availability of fuels to
ignition earlier in the year. Such conditions may promote an
advancement of primary fire season into a climatologically drier
time of the year that might result in longer dry spells and
windows conducive to large fire growth.
The complex influence of weather and climate on wildfire
provides considerable challenges to projecting current and
future wildfire regimes not only in Alaska, but globally. Our
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Fig. 6. Composite 500-hPa geopotential height averaged over the 7 days prior to ignition dates for
(a) multiple large fires and (b) multiple small fires, and averaged 7–14 days following ignition dates for
(c) large fires, and (d) small fires. Solid isoheights are plotted every 40 m starting at 5360 m.
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findings, however, indicate that incorporating this complexity
is necessary to produce the most accurate projections of fire
activity, both for operational fire management and for the
global research community in developing models of carbon
emissions.
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